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We currently offer over 100 selections in bottle from over one dozen
countries and world renowned producers with an emphasis on Belgian and
Belgian styles. (20% OFF TO GO BOTTLES)

CLASSICS
BLANCHE DE BRUXELLES 330ML BELGIAN ........................................................................... 7
7% ABV, un-filtered light bodied wheat beer laced bitter orange peel and coriander

CHIMAY TRIPEL WHITE 330ML BELGIAN ............................................................................ 11
8% ABV, medium bodied, wheat beer, abundance of warm spice, smooth malty finish

LEFFE BLONDE 330ML BELGIAN .......................................................................................... 7
6.6% ABV, pours golden amber, “Ozone after rain”, banana flambé, extremely nostalgic

DUVEL 330ML BELGIAN ...................................................................................................... 9
8.5% ABV, classic pale strong ale, world class and renowned, billowy head, dry finish

DUVEL TRIPEL HOP 330ML BELGIAN .................................................................................. 9
9.5% ABV, Brewed with three hop varieties and each year the third hop is changed to provide its own
unique taste and aroma, for 2014 the exotic hop Mosaic from the USA.

DELERIUM TREMENS 330ML BELGIAN ................................................................................ 11
9% ABV, strong ale, hazy gold, ex-champion, “flying pink elephants galore”

KWAK 330ML/750ML BELGIAN ...................................................................................... 11/25
8% ABV, clear amber, “French kissing carbonation”, slightly sweet, served in the coachman glass

YOUNGS DOUBLE CHOCOLATE STOUT 440ML ENGLISH........................................................ 6
5.2% ABV, stout infused with velvety chocolate and smooth vanilla, Try it as a beer float!

CHIMAY RED 330ML BELGIAN ............................................................................................ 11
7% ABV, the original Chimay, dark red color, soft fruit, warm spice, silky smooth, creamy head

BELZEBUTH 250ML FRENCH .............................................................................................. 11
13% ABV, strong deep golden ale, boozy aroma, candied fruit, brioche, brandied cherries

ERDINGER (NONALCOHOLIC) GERMAN ............................................................................ 6
0% ABV, Erdinger's master brewers have succeeded in retaining the aromatic, full-bodied
Erdinger character - even without alcohol.
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TRAPPIST ALES

In 1997, eight Trappist abbeys – six from Belgium (Achel, Chimay, Orval, Rochefort, Westvleteren, and
Westmalle, one from the Netherlands (Koningshoeven) and one from Germany (Mariawald) – founded
the International Trappist Association (ITA) to prevent commercial companies from abusing the Trappist
name. The criteria for being labeled as such are the following:
The beer must be brewed within the walls of a Trappist monastery, either by the monks
themselves or under their supervision.
The brewery must be of secondary importance within the monastery and it should witness to the
business practices proper to a monastic way of life
The brewery is not intended to be a profit-making venture. The income covers the living
expenses of the monks and the maintenance of the buildings and grounds. Whatever remains is
donated to charity for social work and to help persons in need.
Trappist breweries are constantly monitored to assure the irreproachable quality of their beers.
This association has a legal standing, and its logo gives the consumer some information and
guarantees about the product.

CHIMAY TRIPEL WHITE 330ML BELGIAN ............................................................................ 11
8% ABV, medium bodied, wheat beer, abundance of warm spice, smooth malty finish

MONT DE CATS 330ML BELGIAN ........................................................................................ 11
7.6% ABV, This beer is brewed by the Abbaye de Scourmont, better known as Chimay, for the Trappist
Monastery Mont des Cats in Northern France. The beer is a strong amber ale, with Chimay yeast as the
prominent aroma. The first sip gives hints of caramel and ends in a very dry finish. It is well-hopped, with
refermentation in the bottle

CHIMAY RED 330ML BELGIAN ............................................................................................ 11
7% ABV, the original Chimay, dark red color, soft fruit, warm spice, silky smooth, creamy head

CHIMAY GRAND RESERVE 330ML BELGIAN ......................................................................... 12
9% ABV, raisins and chocolate give this famous Belgian strong ale its foremost flavor profile, brewed by
one of the seven Trappist brewers still in existence, loaded with pleasant fruit flavors like plums and
blackberries, tan head that will not dissipate.

LA TRAPPE JUBILARIS XXV 750ML BELGIAN ....................................................................... 33
6% ABV, It’s not every day that a new Trappist Ale comes into being. In this case, it’s especially unique,
because Jubilaris is a beer that has been brewed to honor and celebrate the 25th anniversary of the
Abbot Of Koningshoeven, Dom Bernardus. Crafted to include characteristics of his two favorite La Trappe
beers-Dubbel and Isid’or-Jubilaris is described as being deep amber in color with a mild bitterness and a
ripe, fruity aroma. It will not be brewed again!

STIFT-ENGELSZELL GREGORIUS DARK TRIPLE 330ML AUSTRIA ........................................... 14

9.7% ABV, The first bottles of beer which, since 1 June 2012 The first Variety called Gregorius and is a
dark triple with some reddish glare, sweet aroma of dark fruits, malts and some honey, slightly sweet on
the nose, mellow mouthfeel, chewy body and Fairly fruity base flavor.

Keep up with our latest additions and special events by visiting us at:
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TRAPIST ALES CONT.
ORVAL 330ML BELGIAN ..................................................................................................... 15

6.2% ABV, In contrast to all the others, the Orval Trappist brewery makes only one beer for the general
public. It has an intensely aromatic and dry character. Between the first and second fermentations there is
also an additional dry-hopping process. Through this the beer acquires its pronounced hoppy aroma and
extra dry taste. Bottled at 5.2% abv - can go up as high as 7.2%

SOUR

Sour beers are the result of fermentation by wild yeast, from either pitching a cultured yeast strain, or
allowing wild yeast to ferment spontaneously. A myriad of sour ale styles are now being explored, from
barrel aged Flanders Red Ales, to thirst quenching American Wild Ales. This is one of the most exciting
new areas of craft beer being developed today.

RODENBACH FLEMISH SOUR RED ALE 330ML BELGIAN ........................................................ 9
6% ABV, blend of 1/3 young beer and 2/3 of beer aged 2 years in large oak vats. The more important
proportion of oak matured beer contributes to its fruity taste, complexity and intensity. The finish is
worthy of a great wine. Refreshing tart cherry flavor is trademark to this benchmark Flanders red.

PRAIRIE ARTISAN ALES CHERRY FUNK 500ML AMERICAN ................................................... 28
7.5% ABV, Cherry Funk is a sour ale that has been aged on cherries. The end results are dry and sour
with tart cherry flavor and aroma. Cherry Funk is complex and on point with Prairie’s farmhouse point of
view.

BARBE RUBY CHERRY 330ML BELGIAN .............................................................................. 12
7.7% ABV, Brewery Barbe d'Or was a medieval brewery in the old town of Liege, Belgium owned by the
de Romsee family whose coat of arms adorn the logo on the beer. Ruby is a fruit beer brewed with
cherries and has aromas of red fruit, hints of almond and light sour cherries. The taste is initially sweet
and fruity and keeps nicely balanced with a refreshing finish.

CASCADE BREWING NOYAUX 750ML AMERICAN (NEW!!) ................................................... 55
9.94% ABV, Noyaux is a NW style sour ale that is a blend of blond ales that were aged in oak for up to
14 months before further aging on fresh raspberries and apricot noyaux for an additional seven months.
Aromas of sweet raspberry fruit, rose petals, almond and hints of vanillin are noticed up front. Tart
raspberries, oak and a soft almond note dance on the palate, leading to a finish of rich, tart raspberries
with lingering hints of almond and maraschino cherries.

RODENBACH GRAND CRU 2011 VINTAGE 750ML BELGIAN ................................................. 45
6% ABV, This exclusive RODENBACH Vintage 2011 matured in cask number 95 for more than two years,
resulting in a superior RODENBACH with a copper glow. It’s taste is complex and rounded, intense and
refreshing all at the same time. It is characterized by an acidic, appley fruitfulness combined with
caramel, wild honey and oak with a touch of vanilla, cherry and licorice. The aroma consists of touches of
caramel and oak as well as green apples mixed with honey and chocolate. The slightly sour, fruity
aftertaste is long and nicely balanced
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SOUR ALES CONT.
JOLLY PUMPKIN CALABAZA BLANCA 750ML AMERICAN........................................................ 28
4.8% ABV, Aged in large oak casks and refermented in the bottle. Calabaza blanca is a Belgian Biere
Blanche spiced with orange peel and coriander. You’ll find it refreshingly tart with a dry finish

PANIL RAPHAEL 750ML ITALIAN ........................................................................................ 40
6.5% ABV, A spontaneously fermented red ale matured for over a year in oak barrels. Pale red in color,
the nose is vinous with delicate floral notes and tropical fruit. On the palate, citrus predominates with
hints of wood and leather. The smooth body, extraordinary elegance and cleanliness make this excellent
to enjoy alone, before a meal or paired with smoked sausage, blue or goat cheese, shellfish or fruit.

DUCATO BEERSEL MATTINA 750ML COLLABORATION ......................................................... 59
6.2% ABV, eighty-two percent Nuova Mattina (ale brewed with coriander, ginger, green pepper, and
chamomile) and eighteen percent 3 Fonteinen lambic, which adds mouth watering acidity, and that
classic wild yeast aroma of hay and sourdough bread. The resulting blend is then bottle aged for a
minimum of eighteen months. Dedicated to the beauty of a new spring morning with the first sunrays
warming the blossoming flowers. Pours a hazy orange color with a scent reminiscent of field flowers.

JOLLY PUMPKIN BIERE DE MARS 750ML AMERICAN ............................................................ 30
7% ABV, Farmhouse ale. A sustaining beer that is brewed to comfort in the gusty ides of March and
welcome in a wealth of warmer weather. Lots of brewers use oak barrels to age their beers these days,
but Jolly Pumpkin actually ferments in the wood, and the result is beer of extraordinary complexity and
earthiness. Despite the risks of fermenting in oak, however, these beers are nicely balanced and
drinkable, and don’t seem to suffer from the oxidation and off-flavors so common in aged beer. Jolly
Pumpkin ales lean toward a subtle but pleasant lactic sourness that fits perfectly with the wild yeast
flavors derived from the wood.

JOLLY PUMPKIN MARACAIBO ESPECIALE 750ML AMERICAN................................................. 30
7% ABV, A rich brown ale inspired by the enigmatic monastic brews of Belgium, and the mysterious mist
shrouded jungles of the tropics. Brewed with real cacao, and spiced with cinnamon and sweet orange
peel for a sensual delight. A brew to be sipped, savored, and enjoyed!

LOGSDON OAK-AGED BRETTA 750ML AMERICAN ................................................................ 40
8% ABV, Oak Aged Brett is made with Seizoen Bretta that is aged for a period of time to develop the
wood aged character in the beer. Oak Tannins, vanilla notes and subtle smoky spiciness soften and
mellow this beer over time. The aged unfiltered beer is refermented and carbonated in the bottle with
select yeast strains to provide added dryness and complexity.

JOLLY PUMPKIN LA ROJA 375ML AMERICAN ....................................................................... 20
6% ABV, Amber ale brewed in the Flanders tradition, caramel, spice, and sour fruit notes, unfiltered,
unpasteurized and blended from barrels ranging in age from two to ten months. Bigger body than its
predecessors makes it a little more fun to drink!
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SOUR ALES CONT.
BFM ABBAYE ST. BON CHIEN VINTAGE 2009 OR 2010 750ML SWISS ................................. 51
11% ABV, aged in wooden casks, which have been used for several years before to age Merlot, Cabernet
Sauvignon, Whisky and then Grappa. It manages to merge into L'Abbaye all the complex aromas of a
vintage red wine along with the delicate harmony and flavors of the wood and its former contents. The
final version is blended from different casks, to ensure optimal balance, complexity and enjoyment! A
mere one thousand bottles have been earmarked for the US market in 2006.

DE PROEF/HAIR OF THE DOG FLANDERS FRED 750ML COLLABORATION .............................. 40
7.5& ABV, the sixth edition of the De Proef Brewmaster’s Collaboration Series is our first blended beer.
Legendary brewer, Alan Sprints of Hair of the Dog joins Dirk Naudts at De Proef to create this unique
bottle conditioned beer. Flanders Fred is a blend of Flanders-sourced lambic with a collaboratively-brewed
version of the famous Hair of the Dog Fred. The result is a deep golden ale topped with a creamy off
white head. The nose is complex with notes of lemon, pine, tropical fruits and spice. The palate is rich
and layered with toffee, apricot and almond, balanced by some green apple, a hoppy bitterness and
barnyard funk. Please enjoy Flanders Fred with food and friends. This beer should pair very well with
many cheeses, roasted vegetables and grilled meats. We believe this bottle will continue to evolve
beautifully over the next few years, adding a subtle blending of the flavors.

MEAD

Known as the ancestor of all fermented drinks; it is essentially the result of fermenting a honey and water
mixture; although, may also include grain mash which gives it a more “beer-like” flavor. Meads can be
flavored with herbs and spices and be sparkling or still and dry to sweet in finish.

RABBIT’S FOOT SWEET MEAD 750ML AMERICAN ................................................................ 35
6.2% ABV, 2003 gold medal winner at the International Mead Festival. Relatively high residual sugar with
hints of vanilla and spice. fragrant nose of ripe blackberry and spices. Smooth warming finish, an
exceptional after-dinner wine. Excellent with poached fruit, or enjoy after a fine meal as a dessert on its
own.

MOONLIGHT MEADERY WILD 375ML AMERICAN ................................................................. 30
14.2% ABV, A pleasurable indulgence, Wild is made from unprocessed New Hampshire wildflower honey
and wild mountain grown blueberries. It's about the pleasures in life that we get, well... Wild about!
Curl your toes with this melomel, sip, relax and think about what or who you are Wild about.

LAMBIC

Traditional beer brewed in the Pajottenland region of Belgium, near Bruxelle, fermented by leaving the
wort exposed to the atmosphere and wild yeast. Fermentation only takes place from October to May in
order to reduce contamination. Part of the reason for the complexity of these brews is due to the aging
process, which usually includes blending one, two and three year old beers.

MIKKELLER SPONTANMANDARIN 375ML DANISH ................................................................ 29
7.7% ABV, from Mikkeller. As a sour beer in the lambic style, this is excellent. It’s sour, well carbonated,
nice and grainy on the finish, and frankly quite delicious, the nose is a little buttery, but plenty sour.
Aroma is slightly sour-ish grassy, citrus peel, sorrel, oak, grass, hay, and a nice dry finish.
Keep up with our latest additions and special events by visiting us at:
refugesc.com beermenus.com facebook.com twitter.com
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LAMBIC CONT.
CANTILLON IRIS 750ML BELGIAN (NEW!!) ........................................................................ 60
5% ABV, The Cantillon brewery is closely linked to Brussels, a city which has the iris as its symbol. As the
name indicates, the "marsh iris" is a plant growing in humid areas. The historical center of Brussels is
built on swamps where this flower used to grow abundantly. In 1998, the Brussels Museum of the
Gueuze celebrated its 20th anniversary. The Cantillon brewery decided to make a new spontaneous
fermentation beer for this occasion, named after this symbolic flower. The Iris, which is only made with
malt of the pale ale type (giving a more amber colour to the beer) conserves the typical flavour of the
spontaneous fermentation, the complex aromas and the vinous taste. After two years in the barrel, the
Iris undergoes a second fresh hopping two weeks before the bottling. A linen bag, filled with hops, is
soaked in the beer for two weeks. This technique, called "cold hopping", gives the beer a more intense
savour and makes the smell and the taste more bitter.

CANTILLON GUEUZE 375/750 ML BELGIAN .................................................................... 30/44
5% ABV, In the 18th century, a Benedictine monk, dom Pérignon, discovers the champaign method by
blending different non sparkling white wines. One century later, a Brabant brewer blends different
lambics and brings about a spontaneous fermentation in the bottle. The Gueuze is born. Up to the 19th
century, the people from Brussels and Brabant mostly drank two beers, Lambic and Faro. The glass bottle
and the discovery of Dom Perignon will bring about a revolution in the small world of the Brussels
brewers. The Gueuze became the icon of the Brussels beers. Lambic, which is the base for the making of
Gueuze, is a spontaneous fermentation beer. All beers made with Lambic are naturally sour, but some
will be more sour, more bitter or "softer" than the others. The Gueuze is the result of a well-considered
blending of Lambics of different ages and with different tastes.

CUVÉE DE RANKE 750ML BELGIAN ..................................................................................... 35
7% ABV, Cuvee is an ale of mixed origin like many Belgian breweries used to make. The production
process is nearly the same as for the Kriek, the difference being that no cherries are added. It’s a
naturally acidified ale in which we try to reach the perfect balance between sweet and sour. This ambercoloured ale contains 7% vol. Alc. and can age really nice.

DRIE FONTENEIN KRIEK 375ML BELGIAN ........................................................................... 25

6% ABV, Oude Kriek is produced by ripening cherries (both the fruit and the seeds) in young Lambic. This
process takes between 6 to 8 months and after bottling the beer matures for at least four months in a
warm room where the spontaneous fermentation occurs in the bottle. The head of Oude Kriek is very
sensitive to the concentration of oil containing the cherry pits and can vary from one year to the next.
No flavor, sweeteners, or dyes are added which makes this beer is very natural and most thirstquenching.

Keep up with our latest additions and special events by visiting us at:
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LAMBIC CONT.
MIKKELLER SPONTANOBLE 375ML DANISH ........................................................................ 30
5.5% ABV, The beer that first enters an oak barrel during the formation of Mikkeller’s Lambic style ales is
usually the same. Had no fruit been added to the barrel you would get something that resembles a
Gueuze. This batch of spontaneously fermented ales is aged in sauternes barrels, picking up some of that
wonderful “Noble Rot” character.

HANSEN’S GUEUZE 375ML BELGIAN ................................................................................... 22
6% ABV, hazy gold color and an aroma of wet wool, preserved lemons, vanilla, and earth. The palate is
sharply tangy and dry, opening up to a marvelously complex display of citrus and damp earth in the
center. The finish is miles long and juicily acidic, with a final flourish of fruit.

WHEAT

Wheat although, related to barley, produces a completely different style of beer when added to the
mash. Traditional examples are white ales (or witbier), Berliner Weisse, or Hefeweizen. These styles are
typically light and cloudy yellow in color and display crisp citrus notes, and a creamier mouthfeel.

ROSEE D’HIBISCUS 330ML CANADA ................................................................................. 12
5.9% ABV, The Rosée d’Hibiscus is a soft spoken wheat beer. The rose colour comes from the hibiscus
flowers added during the brewing process. The aromas and flavour of this tropical flower are very
prominent in the beer, giving it a slight acidity and a very agreeable fragrance. It is the perfect thirst
quencher on a hot summer day.

BAIRD CARPENTER’S MIKAN 633ml .................................................................................... 22
The mikans used in this brew are fresh, succulent, and local, harvested by the hand of our carpenter
friend. Both peel shavings and juice are added to the brew at different stages of production. The mikans
serve to add depth and complexity to an already sumptious ale; their role is to complement, not
dominate

GLUTEN FREE

We got your back, celiac.

BARDS 330ML AMERICAN .................................................................................................. 6
4.6% ABV, Bard’s Beer is not only the world’s first craft-brewed gluten-free beer, it’s also the only beer
that’s brewed with 100% malted gluten-free sorghum

Keep up with our latest additions and special events by visiting us at:
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PALE ALES & MISC.

Warm fermentation and mostly pale malt result in a wide range of clear, golden and amber ales. In the
U.S. this style of beer is usually heavily hopped. This is not always the case in beer from other parts of the
world.

ALESMITH X EXTRA PALE ALE 650ML AMERICAN ................................................................ 14
5.25% ABV, 35 IBU, This refreshing, light-golden Extra Pale Ale embodies drinkability. AleSmith X pushes
the limits by offering a level of flavor not often found in this classic style. Fresh American hops are
abundant but carefully balanced by a light, crisp body and smooth bitterness. Notes of citrus and pine
combine with a delicate malt sweetness to create a flavorful drinking experience.

LOCAL OPTION MORNING WOOD 500ML AMERICAN ........................................................... 17
7.1% ABV, Local Option Morning Wood is an oak-aged coffee ale developed and brewed by Local Option
Bierwerker. Fresh American oak used during the aging process and Dark Matter’s El Salvador San Jose
pulp-natural coffee aromatically drive the beer; while remaining subtle components of the beers’
complete flavor profile. The amber colored, medium-bodied, and extraordinarily well-balanced ale was
first unveiled at the Festival of Wood and Barrel Aged Beers in November 2011. Morning Wood’s taste is
delicate and should be appreciated by beer drinkers of all palates.

CIDER

A fermented drink made from fruit juice, usually apples or pears. Can be still, sparkling, dry, or sweet.

ASPALL DRY CYDER 330ML AMERICAN ................................................................................ 9

6.8% ABV, Aspall Suffolk Cyder is made from a blend of different "base" cyders. These cyders are all
fermented using the same basic technique. All Aspall Suffolk Cyder is lightly sparkling. This has the effect
of lifting the aroma and flavour, so complimenting the experience, ripe apples balloon in the aroma, with
rustic barnyard scents giving the bouquet a deep earthiness.

ASPALL PERRONELLE’S BLUSH CYDER 500ML ENGLISH ...................................................... 15
5.4% ABV, The color is deep blush suggestive of dark summer fruit, with a rich appearance due to the
viscosity of the Creme de Mure. There is a subtle blackberry aroma with a hint of traditional apple.
Deceptively smooth with a silky but refreshing palate, Blush offers a perfect blend of sweetness and
acidity. It has a lovely mouthfeel and a lingering aftertaste of berries.

TIETON BLOSSOM NECTAR CIDER 500ML AMERICAN .......................................................... 16
6.5% ABV, A sweet cider with natural tree ripened fruit notes, like biting into a ripe fresh apple.
This cider has a nose of apple blossom honey, hints of vanilla and melon in a crisp apple cider
with a medium body. It finishes with a palate cleansing acid.

Keep up with our latest additions and special events by visiting us at:
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CIDER CONT.
TIETON CHERRY BLEND CIDER 500ML AMERICAN .............................................................. 16
6.9% ABV, Washington- Fruit Cider- A well-balanced cider blended with tart, fruity cherries, this
beverage has a big mouth-feel with a long, sweet finish. It's a great alternative to Rose and pairs
well with hard cheeses, grilled salmon, citrus fruit & avocado salads.
TIETON YAKIMA VALLEY DRY HOPPED CIDER 500ML AMERICAN ......................................... 16
6.9% ABV Nestled at the base of the Cascade mountain range is one of the most fertile and
productive growing regions in the world -- the Yakima Valley. This valley grows fifty percent of
the apples in the United States and seventy percent of the hops. Tieton Cider Works Yakima
Valley Dry-Hopped Cider is a tribute to the part of the world that we call home. Using fresh
pressed juice from apples grown in the Pacific Northwest. Crating a unique method of dryhopping that juice with custom blend of three hops. Pair this cider with chilis and salsa, sweet or
spicy flavors inspired from all parts of the globe, or simply ripe Brie.

SAISON

French for season, these “farmhouse” ales were once the drink of choice for farmers in Wallonia, the
French speaking region of Belgium, due to their low alcohol content and thirst quenching quality. Once a
nearly extinct style of beer, unique renditions of Saisons have been popping up throughout the brewing
world over the past few years.

GRASSROOTS/ANCHORAGE ARCTIC SOIREE 750ML AMERICAN............................................ 30
6% ABV, Grassroots Brewing is a subsidiary of Hill Farmstead Brewery, VT. Brewed in collaboration with
Anchorage Brewing in Alaska. This farmhouse ale has been aged in oak barrels and finished with
brettanomyces. Flavored with lime juice and hibiscus, this saison is fresh, spritzy, and refreshing.

AU BARON CUVEE DES JONQUILLES 750ml ........................................................................ 28
7% ABV, French farmhouse ale, “jonquilles” is the French word for daffodils, and the name undoubtedly
refers to the lush garden surroundsings of the Baron restaurant and its tiny Bailleux brewery, where the
beer is made in very small batches. Cuvee Des Jonquilles is almost impossible to find even in France, and
intrepid beer-lovers usually have to make their way to the restaurant to get it. The Baron and Bailleux
brewery are situated just over the border with Belgium, and are themselves nearly impossible to find, but
very much worth the effort. All you need to know is that Cuvee des Jonquilles has long been considered
one of the very best beers of France.

AU BARON SAISON ST. MEDARD CUVEE DE NOEL 750ml ..................................................... 28
7% ABV, Winter Saison from a tiny brewery and restaurant on the French/Belgian border. Pours a nice
clear chestnut color with a small, creamy, beige head. Sweet malts on the nose with red apple candy,
caramel, medium carbonation and fine creamy light dry mouthfeel. The palate is a melody of roasted
malts, caramel, light fruity notes, and hints of cocoa.

Keep up with our latest additions and special events by visiting us at:
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SAISON CONT.
FANTOME SAISON 750ML BELGIAN .................................................................................... 30
8% ABV, This is a tremendously delicious, textural, and fizzy country ale,bright gold colour, citric and
sour, reminiscent of a good champagne or lambic but in a class all its own. There are many drinkers out
there who believe this is the “Nectar of the Gods.” Certainly no other brewer makes beer like this, in
Belgium or anywhere. How many beers of 8% plus offer such fresh fruitiness? A solid Belgian saison beer
at its base, with an unusual overlay of fruitiness.

FANTOME BOO! 750ML BELGIAN ....................................................................................... 30

8% ABV, Fantôme Boo! by Brasserie Fantôme of Belgium is an 8.0%ABV Saison/Farmhouse ale brewed
with pumpkins. Right off opening the bottle, there is a distinct pumpkin and vegetable smell like a tomato.
Some orange zest, lemons, flowers, pine, grass and wet hay. Flavors are of peach, banana, wine grapes,
tamarind, funky tart , biscuit bread, earthy must, sweet caramel, cinnamon, coriander, ginger, sweet
orange, pear, old apples, pumpkin bread, pumpkin seeds, squash, mushrooms and like a cilantro or basil
after taste. This has some very strange but rather delicious character.

VIEILLE ARTISANAL SAISON 330ML AMERICAN .................................................................. 17
4.2% ABV, Vieille meaning “Old” is an artisinal barrel-aged Saison, lightly dry hopped. Each batch release
is a diverse blend of Vieille casks that have taken on a soft Brettanomyces character before being lightly
dry hopped. Dominated by a floral, citrusy hop character, a subtle herbal note and a tart finish, Vieille’s
character exemplifies artisan Saisons.

IPA

India Pale Ales get their name and flavor profile from the their historic travels from England to India. In
order to survive the journey, these beers were loaded with hops, a natural preservative. Hops also have a
reputation for making beer bitter. Love for this cannabinoid has led to the breeding of many new strains
of hops, specifically chosen for flavor, aroma, and bittering level. The bitterness of a beer is measured in
International Bitterness Units (IBUs).

KNEE DEEP SIMTRA 750ML AMERICAN ............................................................................... 25
10.1% ABV, Simtra Triple IPA delivers a punch in the face with its very danky hop aroma derived from
Simcoe and Citra hops. You wanted more hops you got them. Loads of grapefruit aroma hit you right
away. The beer has just enough malt and creaminess to balance out the massive dose of hops assaulting
your palate.

KNEE DEEP HOPTOLOGIST 750ML AMERICAN ..................................................................... 25
9% ABV, Hoptologist Double India Pale Ale is an American Double India Pale Ale that packs a punch
when it comes to hops. The aroma and flavors will give you citrus and pine with a slight malt sweetness
that finishes dry.

ALESMITH SUMMER YULESMITH 650ML AMERICAN............................................................. 25
8.5% ABV, 105 IBU, Every year we anxiously await the warmer months for the unleashing of this Double
IPA, the summer edition of the YuleSmith seasonals. The flavor imparts orange, grapefruit, and tangerine
hop notes with earthy, spicy, and resinous pine undertones. A sturdy malt backbone balances out the
profound hop bitterness to create a refreshingly assertive and vibrant beer that offers an unapologetically
bold expression of fresh American hops.
Keep up with our latest additions and special events by visiting us at:
refugesc.com beermenus.com facebook.com twitter.com
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IPA CONT.
DIEU DU CIEL PENOMBRE 341ML CANIDIAN....................................................................... 13
6% ABV, Black IPA. Again, an American invention. This style was born at the "Vermont pub and brewery"
around 1997. It could be said that this beer tries to be a hybrid between a regular IPA and a porter. The
Pénombre presents a light body and well expressed toffee taste. The whole is however dominated by an
evident bitterness, which stays always in balance with the other tastes found in the beer. In the after
taste, the bitterness and hop flavours grow slowly but surely, sip after sip.

MIKKELLER OPEN WINDOWS OPEN HILLS 750ml ................................................................ 30
8% ABV, Pale ale brewed with mango and passion fruit in honor of Norwegian pop group TIGER BABY.
Aggressively hopped and balanced with bright tropical fruit and lush malty resin mouth feel.

DE LA SENNE MANNEKEN-PENN 330ML BELGIAN.................................................................12

7.5% ABV, Belgo-American Dubbel whose name and label art were inspired by Philadelphia’s famed
William Penn and brussels’ landmark. Manneken-Penn was made with oats, molasses and a combination
of American and European hops. Cloudy brown body with very tall lasting head. Flavor begins sweet with
molasses, hops and sweet caramel. A lasting bitter finish.

BINK HOP VERDOMME 330ML BELGUM................................................................................12
7% ABV, This beer is a bright, copper-gold coloring that is slightly hazed, with a slow carbonation
bubbling throughout. Filmy, sparse, white surface coating of head. Aromas of tropical fruit, melon,
spearmint, bubblegum, and a cluster of spices, including clove, jasmine, and nutmeg.. Flavors are a very
tangy blast of tropical fruits, including melon, pineapple, mango, and grapefruit quickly following.

MIKKELLER NELSON SAUVIN BRUT 750ML DANISH ............................................................. 45

9% ABV, Brewed by base malt and mashing and fermentation with added enzymes to achieve as high
fermentability as possible. For both bitter, taste and aroma hops are used the New Zealand hop variety
‘Nelson Sauvin’ which is named after its grape characters that bring memories to the New Zealand white
wine grape Sauvignon Blanc. The yeast is used both champagne and brettanomyces and because the
enzymes are beers fermented very far down, and thus the end result is a very dry beer. After fermentation
the beer has been 5 months in casks of white wine from Austria Weingut Kollwentz and gained additional
character. Absolutely stunning and one of the most complex, balanced, and intriguing beers from Mikkeller.

DOGFISH HEAD 75 MINTUE IPA 750ML AMERICAN .............................................................. 24
Blend two Dogfish Head favorites, add maple syrup and carbonate the mixture naturally. What do you
get? 75 Minute IPA. The carbon dioxide trapped during bottle conditioning gives 75 Minute IPA a soft and
velvety mouthfeel. Dry-hopped with whole-leaf Cascades, this complex IPA has been known to inspire
pilgrimages to the brewpub.

Keep up with our latest additions and special events by visiting us at:
refugesc.com beermenus.com facebook.com twitter.com
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STRONG ALE

Dubbel, Tripel, Quadrupel, Oh my! What does it all mean!? The name Dubbel is given to ales containing
double the amount of malt compared to a traditional ale. The same logic is applied to Tripels and
Quadrupels. Certain flavor profiles are also characteristic of each given style.These Belgian ales are
known for packing a surprising punch that can, after only a couple glasses, leave you feeling like the rest
of the world is moving a little too fast. Relax, take a sip, and enjoy. These beers are not for guzzling.

DIEU DU CIEL ROUTE DES EPICES 330ml CANADIAN ........................................................... 9
5% ABV, Rye ale brewed with black peppercorns. Light malty profile with hints of chocolate and caramel.
The strong peppery heat lingers on the palate. Can’t imagine a better beer pairing for pastrami.

TRIPORTEUR FROM HELL 330ml BELGIAN .......................................................................... 12
6.66%ABV, Triporteur from Hell is a dark beer brewed with hellish burned and roasted malt. The beer
reminds us of chocolate, caramel, recently brewed coffee and freshly baked bread. The wheat malt in the
unfiltered beer can cause a slight cloudiness. The taste of Hell keeps evolving in the bottle.

DE DOLLE ARABIER 330ML BELGIAN .................................................................................. 12
8% ABV, An arabier is a pure malt beer 8°vol/alc brewed with flower Nugget-hops from Poperinge. It has
the special dry-hopping taste and aroma, so appreciated by beer lovers all over the world. It is one of the
two main beers from De Dolle Brouwers throughout the year. Aging time is limited due to the fact that
hop bitterness is declining with the time.

BAYREUTHER AKTIEN ZWICKL KELLERBIER 500ML GERMAN ............................................... 12
5.3% ABV, The Bayreuther Zwickl is a classic example of a Bavarian Kellerbier. Unfiltered and lagered
longer than a typical helles lager, the Zwickl showcases a sweet caramel malt body with a clean finish
that has a slight tart edge.

MALHEUR DARK BRUT RESERVE 750ML BELGIAN................................................................ 45
12% ABV, A dark version of the classic Malheur Brut Reserve and believed to be the first dark Brut ever.
Like the Reserve, it is made in the champagne style and aged in oak barrels. Dark Brut is also slightly
stronger than its golden-hued sister brew. Dark Brut is dark brown in appearance with a brown, creamy
foam. The bouquet is extremely complex! Sherry, vanilla and wood with a coffee flavor as a result of the
roasted malt. Its taste is oak dry, so this is a genuine Brut! The ale has been decanted in young American
oak that was especially burned for this ale. Its bitterness is nicely balanced with the tannin of the wood
and just a sweet zest from the alcohol. It has an unusual cork dry aftertaste.

HAANDBRYGGERIET NISSEFAR 500ML NORWEGIAN………………………………………………………19

7% ABV, Nissefar (AKA Father Christmas) is Haand’s big Christmas beer. The mash tun is packed to its
limits with tons of yummy special malts. It’s complex, packed with the tastes and smells of Christmas, like
chocolate, caramel and raisins. Nissefar is only brewed for Christmas.
From the brewer:
“We make x-mas beers beers with the good old traditional flavour from the days when the old
farm breweries made dark, hearty, earthy beers with lots of x-masy flavours. We make living beer,
not pasteurized nor filtered”

Keep up with our latest additions and special events by visiting us at:
refugesc.com beermenus.com facebook.com twitter.com
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STRONG ALE CONT.
HAANDBRYGGERIET BESTEFAR 500ML NORWEGIAN……………………………………………….21
9% ABV, This is a strong hearty festival beer for those good relaxing moments when you are cuddling up
in front of a roaring fire feeling the warmth from both beer and flames. r’ is the Norwegian word for
Grandfather. In this case, it refers to the Father of Father Christmas, or ‘Nissefar’ as he is known in
Norway. Bestefar is the perfect companion for a cold winter night, spent contemplatively in front of a fire
or for those fireside moments that are a bit more ‘festive’. It is complex, a little bit wild…and it might just
be the best by far!

ALE SMITH HORNY DEVIL 750ML AMERICAN ...................................................................... 27

11% ABV, This is the AleSmith incarnation of a Belgian Strong Ale. Horny Devil is an authentic Belgian
Style ale, from the Belgian candi sugar right down to the yeast, a Belgian strain from a Trappist monastery
in Belgium. In addition to the malts, candi sugar and fresh hops, there is also a little added twist from
coriander seeds, which impart a refreshing citrus flavor to an outstanding ale. Belgian ale lovers around the
world have raved about Horny Devil, and you will too

KORTRIJK D-UTSEL 750ML BELGIAN .................................................................................. 35

8.5% ABV, Kortrijk-Dutsel is a 100 % natural product, brewed with only the best Belgian grains and hops.
It is slowly and carefully brewed in the classical multiple steps brew method, staying close to the old brew
tradition. Its delicate taste is very refreshing with delicious fruity aroma’s and body. It looks familiar to
sparkling white wine but it’s a beer.

OAK AGED STRONG ALE

Aging wine in oak is expected, aging beer is extra credit. Though the aging of beer in oak casks is not new,
it was previously only seen in the making of Lambics, and a few other specialty ales. Recently brewers
strive to add a new dimension of flavor to their beer by aging them in bourbon, wine, gin, or plain old
French oak.
LOST ABBEY TRACK #8 375ML AMERICAN ......................................................................................... 35
13.7% ABV A fresh track, Track 8 is a spicy monster cuvee de tomme aged in freshly emptied bourbon
barrels then spiked with liberal additions of cinnamon stick and dried chili pepper. After an appropriate
amount of time in the wood, is added a dose of cinnamon sticks and dried chili peppers. The result is a
spicy raisin, monster that weighs in at a hefty 13.70% ABV. So even though it already has it’s own
number, if you’re not careful, it’ll have yours as well.

NORTH COAST GRAND CRU 500ML AMERICAN ................................................................... 30
12.5% ABV, Reminiscent of North Coast Brewing's Gold Medal-winning Twentieth Anniversary Ale, North
Coast Grand Cru is brewed with pilsner malt and agave nectar, and then aged in oak bourbon barrels.
Notes of apple, pear, agave, oak, vanilla, Bourbon, yeast spice and raisin.

Keep up with our latest additions and special events by visiting us at:
refugesc.com beermenus.com facebook.com twitter.com
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OAK AGED STRONG ALE CONT.
MONKS BREW AGED WITH RASPBERRIES IN RED WINE BARRELS 375ML DANISH ................ 28
10% ABV, heavy dark ale loaded with chocolate, caramel, toffee, and warm spice, aged in red wine casks
with raspberries, the sweetness of beer is balanced nicely with the addition of the tart raspberries and
pronounced vinous astringency.

PANNEPOT GRAND RESERVA 330ML BELGIAN .................................................................... 18
10% ABV, Pannepot was brewed first in 2001 as a tribute to the local fishermen from out village of de
Panne. It is a complex dark strong ale brewed with warm spices that intrigue every taste bud. Pannepot
Grand Reserve was the idea of a colleague, Carlo, who proposed to age Pannepot in oak barrels that he
had found in France. First batch was brewed in 2005 and has been aging in these oak barrels for 24
months, naturally, this ale is unpasteurized, unfiltered, and bottle conditioned.

ALMANAC HEIRLOOM PUMPKIN 375ML AMERICAN .............................................................. 22
12% ABV, This velvety American Barleywine-style ale is brewed with over 1,000 lbs of organic heirloom
pumpkins and aged in rye and brandy barrels for a year. This decadent autumn sipper pairs well with
pecan pie, bread pudding and a warm campfire.

CENTRAL WATERS LA PETITE MORT 500ML AMERICAN ....................................................... 22

9% ABV, Bourbon Barrel Aged La Petite Mort is a Belgian inspired Weissenbock brewed as a one off
collaboration between The Local Option and Central Waters Brewery in Amherst, Wisconsin. The resulting
brainchild, La Petite Mort - a Belgian inspired Weissenbock – maintains the traditional characteristics of its
Bavarian forbearer, with the added complexity of Belgian ale yeast. La Petite Mort is dark amber in color;
maintains a rich, full-bodied mouth-feel augmented by caramel; mild and dark fruit. Rounded out by an
unostentatious bourbon driven aroma from brief bourbon barrel aging, Bourbon Barrel Aged La Petite Mort
is a complex ale, a marriage of distinctive styles, and an orgasmic experience for the taste buds that revel
in its glory.

THE BRUERY SUCRE 750ML AMERICAN .............................................................................. 50
16.5% ABV, Sucré is The bruery sixth anniversary ale, loosely brewed in the English-style Old Ale
tradition using a house Belgian yeast strain and then blended using the solera method. A portion of each
of the anniversary ales is saved in barrels and blended in with the next year’s production, providing more
complexity and depth of character that comes with aged. Layered with complex flavors of dark fruit,
vanilla, oak, and burnt sugar, Sucré is a robust ale, surely the perfect beer to mark this major milestone

ALVINNE CUVEE DE MONTAGNE 500ML BELGIAN................................................................ 27
13.9% ABV, ABT/Quadruple ale aged in Pomerol wine barrels. Oak barrels impart an oakey and fruity
flavor to this fantastic Belgian strong ale. Founders of Picobrouerwij Alvinne, Davy Spiessens and Glenn
Castelein, started as home brewers, going professional in the smallest way possible - in a shed in the
garden. Eventually, word got around about the quality of their beer, and in 2007 they moved to their
current location.

Keep up with our latest additions and special events by visiting us at:
refugesc.com beermenus.com facebook.com twitter.com
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BARLEY WINE

These extra strong ales, originating in England, get their name because they tend to have a similar range
of alcohol as wine. Some can be sweet, but don’t let that deter you, the sweetness of a strong beer like
this is essential to making a balanced, enjoyable drink! American barley wines tend to have higher levelof
hop bitterness.

PRETTY THINGS GRAMPUS 650ML DANISH ........................................................................ 21
10.5 ABV GRAMPUS is the latest and potentially final beer brew in this series of double mashes. So far a
dark exceptionally malty Barley Wine. Then added Barbapapa, our Russian Stout. Another big dark malty
beer. So what’s missing? A pale hoppy double mash. That’s the GRAMPUS!

MIKKELLER BIG WORSE RED WINE EDITION 375ML DANISH ............................................... 27
12% ABV, pours a reddish brown hue with a beige head that dissipates and gives off a beautiful aroma
baked fruit, and toasted cocoa, oak provides a dry tannic finish to round out the mouth feel

ADNAMS TALLY HO 330ML ENGLISH ................................................................................... 8

7% ABV, Brewed with Pale Ale, Crystal and Brown malts. Tally-Ho is dark Mahogany red in colour with a
rich, fruity aroma and a heart warming sweet raisin and biscuit palate. What’s the story? Tally-Ho is a
limited edition Barley wine style beer, brewed at Adnams since 1880. Traditionally a Christmas beer, and
brewed in October in limited quantities, many pubs lay a cask down like fine wine and save it for special
occasions throughout the year.

MIKKELLER FRENCH OAK BARREL SERIES 375ML/ea DANISH ...........................................23/ea
19.3% ABV/ea, Come with Mikkeller on this amazing and exhilarating ride through the French
forests. This Barley wine is Barrel Aged in six different barrels. Three different types of French
oak are used, and each variant is light and medium roasted.
 Forét de Tronçais - Light Toasted
 Forét de Tronçais - Medium Toasted
 Forét du centre - Light Toasted
 Forét du centre - Medium Toasted
 Forét Limousine - Light Toasted
 Forét Limousine - Medium Toasted

Keep up with our latest additions and special events by visiting us at:
refugesc.com beermenus.com facebook.com twitter.com
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PORTER & STOUT

Much like other styles of beer, this one ranges quite a bit from London Porters to Russian Imperial Stouts.
No clear distinction is made between stout and porter, although stouts tend to be slightly more robust, or
stout. Stouts got their name from “Stout Porter” also known as “Double Porter” or “Extra Porter”, these
beers tend to be rich in mouth feel and can be sweet, dry, bitter, or malty, but one thing is for sure; all
are full flavored and dark in color due to their use of dark roasted grain.

IRON SPRINGS PUB & BREWERY SLESS OATMEAL STOUT 500ML AMERICAN ........................ 20
8% ABV, Dark, hardy, thick, rich, roasted and chocolaty, this ale is amazingly smooth due to the
generous addition of whole oats. Named for a friend of Iron Springs and easily the finest pedal steel
player around, Barry Sless, this one is layered with flavors.

BEER HERE HARWOOD 500ML DANISH .............................................................................. 24
8% ABV, In 17th century Britain beer was the drink of the common man. Wine was for the wealthy, tea
was for the weak and water was usually quite poisonous. Men, women and children drank beer morning,
noon and night. The most popular type of beer was porter because of its modest price and its nutritional
value. One of the most popular porter brewers, and often incorrectly credited with the invention of the
beer, was Ralph Harwood. This beer is inspired by the brown porter made at the time.

BUFFALO STOUT 750ML BELGIAN ...................................................................................... 24
9% ABV, dark, almost black, top fermented Belgian style stout. In 1907 "Buffalo Bill's" Circus from the US
played on the town square of Sint-Lievens-Esse. The brewery workers arranged for a young apprentice to
watch over the brew kettels. He did, but he forgot to stir and Buffalo was born. The New Buffalo was
created to commemorate 100th Anniversary of that event. Loaded with caramel and roasted malt
flavors, this one is a must try for stout lovers.

GUDELØS IMPERIAL STOUT 500ML DANISH ....................................................................... 20
8.9% ABV, Bryggeriet Djævlebryg and the Danish Atheist Society have entered into an unholy alliance
and the result is "Godless": This first batch is a somehow accessible imperial stout with its 8.9% abv. It
offers burnt notes from the malt mingled with sweet nuances and a warming depth from the alcohol. This
brew is primarly aimed at members of the Atheist Society, but it will also be available in selected shops
and bars. In these times, when companies are expected to show social responsibility, we in the brewery
have decided to follow suit: For each bottle or draft sold we donate 1 Danish Krone to the Danish Atheist
Society.

PRAIRIE ARTISAN ALES BIBLE BELT 330ML AMERICAN ....................................................... 20
13% ABV, Huge Imperial Stout based on Evil Twin Brewings Even More Jesus spiced like Prairie Artisan
Ales Bomb with coffee, vanilla, chilies and cacao nibs. Big dark chocolate flavor with streams of vanilla,
dirty medium chocolate, leather, and subtle char contrast the peppers which synthesize dark fruit
characteristics into juicy. Creamy smooth, lightly carbonated.

BREWFIST / PRAIRIE ARTISAN ALES SPAGHETTI WESTERN 330ML AMERICAN ……......................12
13% ABV, Imperial Stout with added coffee, cocoa beans and spaghetti ripening in the cold, Prevail
toasty malts and coffee on the nose and in the mouth. Beer in collaboration with Prairie Artisan Ales
microbrewery Oklahoma.
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